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Explicit Formulae for the Characteristics of the 
M/H2/1 Retrial Queue 
J. R. ARTALEJO 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain 
In this paper we study the M/H2/1 queue with returning customers. We obtain explicit formulae for 
the steady-state distribution and the expected quality characteristics of the system. In addition, a simple 
recursion scheme for computing the 'orbit' busy period is proposed. 
Key words: convolutive equations, hyperexponential distribution, Markov processes, retrial queues, 
steady-state distribution 
INTRODUCTION 
The so-called 'retrial queueing systems' are characterized by the fact that a customer finding all 
the servers busy upon arrival is obliged to leave the system, but some time later will come back 
to re-initiate the demand. Between trials, a customer is said to be in 'orbit'. Queueing systems 
with repeated orders are widely used to model many problems in telecommunications and computer 
systems. A practical example is provided by a customer who wants to make a flight reservation. 
If he telephones the airline and finds the line busy, he does not join a waiting line but tries again 
at some later time. Yang and Templeton' gave some examples of computer problems where such 
queues arise. A recent review of the main results and the literature on this topic can be found 
in Falin2. 
In general, the study of retrial queues presents great analytical difficulties. Explicit results for 
the steady-state distribution are given for special cases only. An unsolved problem consists of 
developing new investigation methods for non-exponentially distributed intervals between arrivals 
and re-attempt times. 
The purpose of this paper is to present exact expressions for the main performance characteristics 
of the M/H2/1 retrial queue. The hyperexponential distribution (H2) is a mixture of two exponen- 
tials with different means. The easiest way to think about it in applications is to suppose that 
there are two types of customers, type 1 with service distribution exp (,ul)' and type 2 with distri- 
bution exp (02). The proportion of customers who are of type 1 determines the mixture. Further- 
more, such a distribution is commonly used to approximate positive random variables with the 
coefficient of variation greater than 1. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
We consider single-channel systems with Poisson arrival (at a rate X > 0) and no queueing 
allowed. A customer finding the server busy leaves the system, but after an exponentially 
distributed time with intensity v > 0, seeks service again. The service times, S, are hyperexponen- 
tially distributed with density 
f (t) = p1u1e-"" + P212e-82f, t > 0, 
where 0 < PI, P2 < 1, P1 + P2 = 1. We assume that primary arrivals, retrials and service times are 
mutually independent random variables. 
The state of the system at time t can be described by the process X(t) = (C(t), N(t), 
A (t)); where C( t) is the number of busy servers, N(t) the number of customers in orbit and, 
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if C(t) = 1, then A (t) represents the type of job in service at time t. Obviously IX(t) I t > 0O 
is a homogeneous Markov chain in continuous time with denumerable state space. 
The condition for ergodicity on M/G/1 retrial queues is that p = XE[S] < 1, so in our case, 
we have 
p = X(pi/IA +P2/12) <1. 
STEADY-STATE DISTRIBUTION 
Let the state-space of the process X(t) be 
E= {(O,n)InelN U {(1,n, 1)nneN U I(1,n,2)1ne1NJ 
and their corresponding steady-state probabilities IPoX3'=09 1PInI, 1 =and P1n23n=O If p < 1 and the system is in steady state, then the sequence IPOn n'= 0 is given by 
POO= ( 1 p ) u L U2j4 (1) 
i - 1 n-i- i 
p n P (A1 + kv) fl (A2 + kv) 
Pon!= zLE Jk) (1 - U1)i(l - U2) ' n = 1,2,. . (2) 
where 
X - I-'2 -[x2 + 2X(2(p 12 +P2 i)- I - I 2) + -I /2)2] 2 
U1= 2X , 
u2 = X - /-1 
- P'2 + [x2 + 2X(2(p I 2 +P2/L) - I/tl - /2) + (,1 - )2]12 3 U2 
=~~~~~~2 
AI= _-XuI - (PTI2 +P2ll), A = XU2 +P1I2 +P2/L1 
-u1 + U2 -u1 + U2 
Expression (1) is obtained by using the following result due to De Kok3 for the M/G/1 retrial 
queue 
00 (x) 
PO(z) = E z"Pn = (1 - p) exp 1 c j (4) 
where 
a(x) = eX et-x.I)(1 -F(t)) dt, 0 < x? 1. (5) 
Now F is an H2 distribution function, so we can conclude that the integral in (4) is rational. The 
denominator D(x) = 1 -Xa(x) = 2( 1-x)2+ (1 + 2-) (1-x) + 2-X (P1I2 +P21) 
has two roots, Xi, satisfying 1 - Xi equals ui given in (3). Solving the rational integral we get 
Po ( z) =`( - p )( z ) (1-U ) (6) 
Hence, (1) and (2) follow from Poo = PO(O) and Taylor's expansion of PO(z), respectively. 
In order to calculate the sequences (PlnlI and IPMn21J consider the Kolmogorov equations 
for the steady-state distribution: 
()A +1 n . p- n = ul p-n + -1- if n2 n 0 1... 
(X + yl1)P1nl = -P,-, 6l aO) + (n + i )vp1P0 n+ + XpP0Po, n = 0,11,. 
(X + ,2)P1n2 = xP1,fn-1,2(1 - 3,O) + (n + i )vp2J%,n+ 1 + XAp2P0n, n = 0, 1, . .., (7) 
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where 6 is Kronecker's function. Put Pln = Plnl +PIn2. Then we obtain from (7) the well-known 
relation 
(n + 1)VPPO,n +1 = XPIn, n = 0, 1 . (8) 
Finally, using (7), (8), P0(1) = 1 - p and Po' (1) = Xp/v, it follows that 
p = X (X + nP)Pon -p2(n + I)PPO,n+ pI _ 
-IX(X + nv)POn + I, (n + l)PPo,n+I 
X (1 -2) XlnI2 = X 2) 
00 
X 2 P p0pX 
(9) 
P1.1 = E l = , P1.2 = 9 = 
n =O i- 2 n =O A 1 A2 
OTHER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Expected values for several performance measures such as the mean, number of customers 
in orbit, E[N], the expected waiting time of a customer, E[ W], and the mean number of retrials 
per customer, E[R], are derived from the expressions given by Keilson et al.4 for the M/G/1 
retrial queue. Therefore we have 
E[N] = 
2 
) 1 P + P) + PI + P2 (10) 
-p V 1 112 1l2 12 
E[W] =E[N]/X, (11) 
E[R] = 1 + vE[W]. (12) 
The system busy period, L, starts at the instant when a primary arrival finds the system at state 
(0, 0) and ends when the system becomes empty. The knowledge of the exact expression (1) from 
Poo allows us to obtain explicit formulae from E[L] and the expected number of customers which 
are served during the busy period, E[I], (see References 2 and 3) 
E[L] = (Pol - 1)/X, (13) 
E[I] =Po-1. (14) 
Observe that the M/M/1 retrial queue results are obtained from the previous calculations by 
putting P2 = 0, as expected. 
Next, we consider two new performance measures: the orbit idle period and the orbit busy period. 
First, some notation is needed. Let us denote (0, n) by An, (1, n, 1) by B' and (1, n, 2) by Bn. 
The first-passage time from a to b will be denoted by Tab and its density by fab (t). The symbols 
a and b specify a state or a subset of E. 
The orbit idle period, (l, is defined as the time spent by process X(t) in its nth visit to the 
subset No = (Ao, B', B2). Observe that the orbit idle period either begins at state Bo (with 
probability Pl) or at state Bo (with probability P2). By using the convolutive equation method 
(see the Appendix), we have that the Laplace transform of (l is given by 
2 
X2 (X + S + P1A2 + P2) z (iPi)/(X + i + S) 
401(s) =( + s) (X + Ai +s) (X + A2 +s)-X (PI L (X + A2 +s) + P2A2(X + i1, +s)) 
2 
x,p+ (15) 
i + Hti + s 
Thus 
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On the other hand, we define the orbit busy period, (B, as the elapsed time between the epoch 
when process X(t) leaves No and the next visit to this subset. Unfortunately, our attempts to 
get an exact expression for E[WB] were unsuccessful. Alternatively, using again the method of 
convolutive equations we obtain 
E[(B] = qE[TBINO] + (1 -q)E[ TB2NO], (17) 
E[TBkNO] = (1 + (Pk +v)E[TBlkAI] + Xp3-kE[TBI-kAl] )/V, k = 1, 2, (18) 
E[ TBkAi] = (( + (i + 1 )v) (X + x3-k) + X P3-k( + 3-k + (i + 1)V)E[TB3-1A- ] 
+ (X(XPk + (i + l)P)(XPk +3-k) + XPkP3-k)E[TBk+1 A +1]) 
x ((X(p1,i1 -iP21x2) + y1yx2)(i + 1)v)'l, k = 1,2, i =0,1,. (19) 
where q = P101 /P10 (respectively 1 -q) is the steady-state probability that (B begins at state 
B' (respectively B 2). Note that the exact probability is expressible in closed form by considering 
the states BI and B2 as absorbing barriers. 
Expressions (17)-(19) provide an appropriate algorithmic method to compute E[(B]. Further- 
more, if we restrict ourselves to the case of exponential service time, then the recursive scheme yields 
E [ s] = ( u0l- X- ,) (20) 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The steady-state distribution and the mean quality characteristics for the M/H2 /1 have been 
successfully studied. Explicit formulae are generally available. Our results can be used in applica- 
tions to approximate the M/G/ 1 retrial queue when the coefficient of variation Cx = a (X) /E [X] 
of the service time is greater than 1. 
APPENDIX 
Derivation of expressions (15), (18) and (19) 
We now employ the useful method of convolutive equations to prove expressions (15), (18) and 
(19). This method was suggested by Choo and Conolly5 for studying the moments of the system 
busy period in the M/M/ 1 retrial queue. 
From Figure 1, we easily find the following set of equations 
fBkN ( t) = Xe (X+k ) + ,xke (xyk )t*fAoN ( t), k = 1, 2, (Al) 
2~~~~~~~~ 
JA0N1(t) = Xpke fBN ( t), (A2) 
k=_ 1 
succssfuly tudid. xpliit ormuae re gnerlly vailble Ourreslts an e usd i.appica 
/ 1l2 XP2 Ap, .1 
n=2 a< o , 
A2v p2 X 2vpi x 
n=1 a< O , 
APVN VI X 
n=O 0 an o19) 
{B,2 } {An} {B, } 
FIG. 1. The state space and transitions. 
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fBk No (t) = fBkA (t)fAINO(t) (A3) 
2 
fAINo(t) = ve(x+v)t + E XPke BfBkNO (t), (A4) 
k = 1 
fBkAi (t) = ylke(x+ k)t + Xe (X +lAk)t *fBk A, (t), i = 0, 1, . . ., k = 1, 2 (A5) 
fsik+A(t) = fBik+ A (t) *fA +A, (t), i = O, 1, . ,k =1, 2 (A6) 
2 
fA+ IAj(t) = E Xpke(x+ (+ ))*)fBk I Aj(t) + (i + 1)PPke(x+ (+ l)v)t*fBkkAi(t) i = O, 1, ... 
(A7) 
where Nn = (A, Bn, Bn 3, and '*" denotes the convolution operator. 
The Laplace transform of (Al) and (A2) yields expression (15). 
Replacing (A3) and (A4) by their corresponding Laplace transforms and differentiating, we 
get (18). The same argument applied to (A5)-(A7) and some calculations leads to expression (19). 
Note that balance equations (7) can heuristically be argued by using Figure 1 and the principle 
of conservation of flow of probability, i.e. the long-run transition rate from an arbitrary state 
must be equal to the long-run transition rate into the state. 
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